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The mission of the Christina Noble Children’s Foundation is to give all children their childhood by providing the necessary protection, care and 

education, for them to sleep in peace, surrounded by love.  Our Foundation is committed to helping alleviate child poverty in Vietnam and Mongolia 

and giving all children the right to a happy and safe childhood. 

 

The key beneficiaries of our Rural Clean Water Programmes are families, especially with young children and old people, who have no access to clean water and are therefore susceptible to water-borne and other diseases. 

Pictured here is a little girl who stands beside the main source of water for her family, a muddy stream behind her house.  
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Sunshine Homes for Boys and Girls-Annual Report 
2015 

 

  

 

 

 

  

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
We would like to thank the following donors for supporting our Capital 

Projects:  

 Australian Consulate in HCMC, Direct Aid Programme 

 Capital International 

 Electric Aid 

 Gemini 

 Sue, Paul and friends,  AIS Hong Kong 

 All individual Donors 

 
By funding our Capital Projects through our Rural Kindergarten 
Construction Project you help children have access to early childhood 
education thus helping build a strong and happy base for their future 
learning. You also enable parents and guardians of these children to go 
to work knowing that their children are in a safe and nurturing 
environment.  
 
By supporting our Rural Clean Water Project, you help communities 
living in poverty to have access to clean water and sanitation thus 
aiding in the eradication of several diseases in these communities and 
contributing to improving their overall health.  
 
We would also like to thank our local government partners who make 
it possible for us to implement the programme successfully.  

The library at our Sunshine Home for Girls.  

A family is happy to receive their new CNCF funded water tank 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
AIS Australian International School  

CAP Capital Projects 

CNCF Christina Noble Children’s Foundation 

DOLISA Department of Labour, Invalids and Social Affairs  

DOET Department of Education and Training 

ECE Early Childhood Education 

HCMC Ho Chi Minh City 

MOET Ministry of Education and Training 

NFVC National Fund for Vietnamese Children  

VND Vietnamese Dong (currency) 

UFO Union of Friendship Organization 

UNICEF United Nations Children’s Fund 

USD US Dollar 

 

 

Our Sunshine Girls 

Two girls pose for a photo in their new classroom built by CNCF 
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PROGRAMME OVERVIEW 

   

Established 1997 

Location  Central Highland Region- Lam Dong Province 
Mekong River Delta Region-  Long An, Ben Tre, Dong Thap, Vinh Long, Kien Giang and Ca Mau Provinces  

Objectives To help communities in poor and/remote rural areas in southern Vietnamese Provinces and Central Highlands Provinces have access to quality 
education; access to clean water  and access to better healthcare facilities through the provision of kindergartens, medical stations, and water supply 
solutions  

Programme components  Healthcare; Education; Water and Sanitation   

Beneficiaries   Children with little or no access to early childhood education as well as those who are studying in substandard facilities that do not meet their basic 
needs such as unsafe facilities, inadequate supplies of equipment, lack of teaching aids and fully functional classrooms; People living in poverty with 
little or no access to safe clean water sources and facilities; Communities, with a particular focus on poor children and their mothers, who have little 
or no access to proper, basic healthcare services or adequate modern medical equipment.  

Local Partners The Department of Labour, Invalids and Social Affairs (DOLISA) of Lam Dong, Ben Tre and Kien Giang Provinces;  
The National Fund for Vietnamese Children (NFVC) of Dong Thap Province; 
The Union of Friendship Organisations (UFO) of Long An, Vinh Long and Ca Mau Provinces   

CNCF involvement One-stop investment of kindergartens and water tanks; monitoring the construction and reporting to donors. 

CNCF staff Ms. Son Thu Trinh, Vice Director of Operations; Mr. Nguyen Huu Nghia, Business Manager; Ms. Nguyen Kim Thao, Programme Manager; Ms. Nguyen 
Thi Mong Thuyen, Programme Officer.  

Monitoring and Evaluation As CNCF is directly responsible for the financial management and the cost of the project in accordance with the agreement, regular project visits and 
meetings with local partners are held for project updates and resolving any issues. Local partners send reports on construction completion and 
breakdown of cost to CNCF and CNCF sends completion reports to donors. Weekly internal meetings are conducted for CNCF staff to discuss 
programme related issues and updates. Monthly reports and semi-annual reports are sent by CNCF staff to the Board of Management. An end of the 
project/year evaluation is completed upon the completion of the construction or at the end of the year.  

2015 Actual Costs 
USD 116,688 

Future plans 
Continue to work with local government partners to identify needs in their local communities for kindergartens (including main building, playgrounds, 
fencings, classroom equipment, and furniture and playground equipment), medical stations, water tanks and/or water supply system schemes. 

Reporting period January-December 2015 
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Building 
sustainable 

communities that 
are empowered to 
break the cycle of 

poverty  

Education 
(Rural 

Kindergarten 
Construction 
Programme) 

Healthcare 

(Rural Medical 
Stations and other 

outreach 
programmes) 

Water and 
Sanitation  

(Rural Clean 
Water 

Programme) 

PROGRAMME BACKGROUND 
Vietnam has reportedly achieved the Millennium Development Goal of eradicating extreme poverty. According to official records, the poverty rate in Vietnam is 17.2%. 

1
 

While it is much lower, reportedly only 5%, in the South-East provinces like HCMC, it is quite a different story in other areas.  In the Central Highlands a staggering 29.7% still 

live in poverty while in the Mekong Delta it is 16.2%. It is in these areas that we work with some of the poorest communities.  

 
Our Capital Projects were established in 1997 to help communities in poor and remote rural areas in southern Vietnamese provinces and Central Highlands provinces to gain 

access to quality education, clean water and better healthcare facilities through the provision of kindergartens, medical stations, and water supply solutions.  

 

Our Foundation is committed to empowering poor children and their families. We work alongside 

them to promote community participation; to increase financial stability; to provide children with 

opportunities to gain access to good health and education and ultimately to help them escape 

poverty so that they can enjoy a better standard of living. We also work closely with our local 

partners to ensure the implementation and sustainability of the projects.  Empowerment takes 

time and a long-term commitment from our Foundation to the children and their families. Over 

the past two decades our generous donors, sponsors and partners have helped create a 

sustainable future for thousands of families and their children, providing them with the necessary 

life tools to make a difference in their own lives, so that ultimately they can provide for 

themselves and their future generations.  

 

  

                                                                 
1 Country Report. 15 Years Achieving the Millennium Development Goals, September 2015 (using international standard set by the World Bank and GSO) 
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Need for Early Childhood Education facilities in Vietnam 

While universal primary education has been achieved and students are enrolled in 

primary school, many still struggle academically. Lack of preparation has been 

identified as one of the leading causes of poor academic progress at the primary 

school level. Recent statistics revealed that pre-primary school participation (gross 

enrolment rate) was 76.7% among boys and 69.1% among girls.
2
 

 

In the past, due to the government’s limited budget, early childhood education was 

not ranked a priority compared to other education components. 
3
In 2006, however, 

the Government formally endorsed Early Childhood Education (ECE) as a priority, 

although in reality financial constraints have meant that local Government’s focus has 

remained on other educational levels. Due to a lack of available funds, the Vietnamese 

Government, in particular local authorities, have no option but to seek outside 

support from the private sector and from foreign aid. According to UNICEF’s 

December 2013 report ‘Out of School Children in Viet Nam: A Country Study’, the 

Vietnamese Government’s policies and initiatives on schooling have had wide-

sweeping positive impact. There remain many areas for improvement, however, with 

significant problems still needing to be addressed. One of the main issues, according 

to UNICEF, was the failure of the Government’s targets on ECE. 
4
 In a national forum 

hosted by the Ministry of Education and Training (MOET) and other international 

organisations at the end of 2014, the need to improve the quality and relevance of the 

education system in order to meet the demands of a growing economy, and Early 

Childhood Education for children below the age of six, were highlighted as the most 

important entry points for making young children “ready for school”.
5
 

                                                                 
2 http://www.unicef.org/infobycountry/vietnam_statistics.html 
3 Vietnam’s national education system has five components: early childhood education, 
 general education, vocational training, tertiary education, and continuing education.  
Early childhood education includes nursery school (from three months to three years of age)  
and kindergarten (from three to five years of age). 
4 From Unicef Report: All Children in School by 2015 A Global Initiative on Out of School Children  
(Out of School Children in Viet Nam: A Country Study), issued in Hanoi December 2013 
5 http://www.unicef.org/vietnam/media_22602.html 

When available, ECE facilities are often in a dilapidated condition, unsafe and lacking resources. Pictured here is the class 

room at a kindergarten in one of our programme locations that was identified by our local partners as requiring CNCF 

funding.  
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Our Foundation’s rural kindergartens construction project was 

established to enable the educational and emotional development 

for all pre-school children thus giving them the best possible start 

to life. The objectives of the project are:  

 To allow children in rural communes to have access to quality 

early childhood education that they would not otherwise have.  

 To provide children with a learning environment that is 

healthy, safe, and equipped with adequate resources and 

facilities. 

 To provide children with nutrition and regular health 

monitoring.  

 To reduce overcrowding in classrooms. 

 To increase overall school attendance numbers. 

 Not only do the kindergarten projects bring communities beautiful 

new facilities with child-friendly, clean and spacious classrooms but 

they also provide safe place for children who previously were at risk 

of injury or death as many had to be left on their own or in the care 

of older siblings while their parents worked. 

The kindergarten projects also provide these young children with 
an environment for them to learn much needed social skills. 
Additionally these kindergartens contribute to the overall 
improvement in the health of the children in these communities as 
they receive regular well-balanced meals at school.  

In addition, the community also improves economically as parents 
are able to work full time thereby increasing the overall income in 
the community. These projects also create local jobs for people 
during the construction phase including the contractors and 
suppliers and then teachers and kindergarten support staff when 
the kindergarten is completed. Therefore, one kindergarten can 
truly make a difference in raising the living standard of the whole 
community. 

Smiles at a CNCF kindergarten 
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Need for clean water solutions in Vietnam 

Contaminated water and poor sanitation 
are linked to the transmission of diseases 
such as cholera, diarrhoea, dysentery, 
hepatitis A, typhoid and polio.  Absent, 
inadequate, or inappropriately managed 
water and sanitation services expose 
individuals to preventable health risks 
and even death. Water and sanitation 
related diseases remain a major health 
problem in Vietnam despite a dramatic 
decline in child mortality and the 
incidence of communicable diseases. 
Diarrhoea is one of the leading causes of 
childhood morbidity nationwide and 
according to UNICEF, it accounts for 12% 
of all child under-5 deaths in the country. 
As many as 44 % of Vietnamese children 
are infected with water-borne parasites, 
according to recent estimates. Partly as a 
consequence, Vietnam has one of the 
highest rates of child malnutrition in East 
Asia.

6
  

 Although Vietnam has made progress in 
recent years in improving its water 
supply situation. many parts of the 
country, especially those areas heavily 
populated with ethnic minority groups 
and remote rural and often the poorest 
communities have been left behind.

7
 

                                                                 
6 http://www.unicef.org/vietnam/wes.html 
7 http://www.unicef.org/vietnam/wes.html 

Many families use river water for their daily activities including cooking. The water is not cleaned or filtered before use. During floods this water is often contaminated causing 

water-borne diseases.   
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Another recent event that has impacted thousands of families, including some 
of our own children, is climate change.  Vietnam is experiencing the biggest 
drought in ninety years, which is tragically impacting the poorest of the poor, 
primarily farmers, with major negative impacts expected in 2016.  Many 
farmers are for the first time in their lives unable to grow crops and are 
struggling to support themselves and their families.  An emergency joint task 
force made up of several ministries, INGOs and the UN, conducted a rapid 
assessment report of the drought and saltwater intrusion in late March 2015 
and the results are dire.

8
 

Recently, due to climate change, The country is currently experiencing the 
biggest drought in ninety years, which is tragically impacting the poorest of the 
poor, primarily farmers, who are for the first time in their lives unable to grow 
crops and who are struggling to support themselves and their families.  The 
need for clean water supply solutions is more  critical now than ever before. 

Our rural clean water programme was established with the ultimate goal of 

eradicating diseases especially amongst the most vulnerable- children and old 

people through its objectives of : 

-   Provision of well-built water tanks for rainwater collection 

-   Increased access to clean water 

- Increased awareness of clean water and treating contaminated water  

sources prior to use 

 

 

 

                                                                 
  

8
 http://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/VietNamDroughtAssessmentReport 

 

Through the CAP project we build water tanks for families so they can collect rain water. Our team also advices them on importance 

of clean water and how to treat contaminated water .  

http://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/VietNamDroughtAssessmentReport
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BUILDING SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES – WHO DO WE HELP 

 

Our Capital Projects help rural communities to break the cycle of 

poverty by giving them access to healthcare, education, clean 

water and sanitiation:  

 

Our CAP projects help:  

- Children with little or no access to early childhood education as 

well as those who are studying in substandard facilities that do 

not meet their basic needs such as unsafe facilities, inadequate 

supplies of equipment, lack of teaching aids and fully functional 

classrooms.  

 

- People living in poverty with little or no access to safe clean 

water sources and facilities. 

 

- Communities, with a particular focus on poor children and their 

mothers*, who have little or no access to proper, basic 

healthcare services or adequate modern medical equipment. 

 

*In Vietnamese society it is the mothers who are mainly responsible for raising children 

and looking after the domestic work and therefore they are impacted the most by 

improvements in childcare and domestic sanitation facilities  

During a home visit we meet three generations of a family who all live together under one roof. Through 

our CAP projects we build sustainable communities so can present and future generations can break the 

cycle of poverty.  
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OUR YEAR 

2015 Highlights 

Kindergartens Construction Programme 

- In 2015, 4 kindergartens (2 in Dong Thap Province, 1 in Vinh Long Province and 1 in Ben Tre Province) were built thanks 

to the generous support of our donors.  

- With the construction of these kindergartens, 288 children had access to quality early childhood education.  

- Further, 3180 children continued to attend previously built kindergartens in 2015.   

Rural Clean Water Programme  

- In 2015, CNCF’s Capital Projects built water tanks for rainwater collection for 216 households 

- This enabled 906 people to access to clean water.  

- An additional 2403 people had access to clean water from previously built CNCF water tanks and 998 people used 

CNCF built water wells.  

Rural Medical Station Construction  

- In 2015 no medical stations were constructed  

- Our previously constructed medical stations in Long My, Ba Sao, Kampoutte and My Long communes continued to be 

accessed by the people living in these and neighbouring communes.   

- -In 2015 42,116 medical consultations and treatments were provided at previously built medical stations.*  

 A more detailed breakdown of number of beneficiaries by project and year of construction can be found in the Annexure.  

* Impact numbers include those people who continue using the kindergartens, water tanks, water wells and medical stations 

that were built through our Capital Projects in previous years. The number of beneficiaries are estimated based on the figures 

given to us by our local partners when the project was first constructed and does not factor in population growth since the time 

the project was constructed. 
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Programme Activities 

 

 

i. Application Process: 

With the help of our local partners, the CAP team identifies communities and families that are most in need and type of support that is needed. Based on this, the CNCF 

CAP team conduct initial inspections and then write proposals to potential donors and sponsors for grants/funds to be able to construct the project.  As our capital projects 

are all based on funds received, we always have more proposals than projects, which in turn means that we always have a waiting list of families who require water tanks 

and/or communities that need a kindergarten.  

In 2015 the CAP team wrote 16 proposals (a 100% increase from the number of proposals sent in 2014)  and sent it to our Group offices to seek  funding. Of these, three 

proposals were approved by donors for funding.  

ii. Construction: 

On receiving funding, the team along with the local partners identify and recruit contractors and the construction process commences. The construction process is closely 

monitored by the CNCF CAP team to ensure quality and financial management. In 2015, 20 visits were conducted by the team to inspect the progress of on-going 

construction  of kindergartens and water tanks.  

 

 

                                                                 
9 Initial inspections of water tank projects are conducted after receiving donors’ funding approvals for these projects. 
10 Assessment reports are not applied to water tank projects, only for kindergarten and medical station projects 

Table 1: Summary of CAP activities  

Project Received 

Application 

Initial inspection
9
 Completed 

proposals 

Funding approval by 

donors 

Inspection of 

construction 

Assessment 

reports
10

 

Donor visit 

Kindergarten 10 10 13 1 14 7 3 

Water tank 3 1 2 1 6 N/A 1 

Water filter system 1  1 1    

Total 14 11 16 3 20 7 4 
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iii. Completion, assessment reports and donor visits: 

Four kindergartens and 216 water tanks were constructed with the support of 

CAP in 2015. In total, 7 assessment reports were written after monitoring visits 

of the kindergartens.  In addition, we had 3 donor visits to the projects.    

iv. Disbursement and handing over of the project to the local partners 

A total disbursement of USD 116,688 (further breakdown in the Financial 

Overview section) was transferred in 2015 to local partners in accordance with 

the conditions set out in the Cooperation Agreements between CNCF and local 

partners.  

 

v. New donors and partnerships 

In 2015, we successfully established a partnership with Global Development 

Group (GDG), an organisation authorised by the Australia Government to offer 

tax deduction to donors in Australia and New Zealand. This is an important 

step towards being able to expand our donor base, especially large 

corporations, to fund projects.   

We also worked with some new donors in 2015:  

- - Direct Aid Program Fund granted by Australian Consulate Department in Ho 

Chi Minh City: This funded the water filter system for three kindergartens in 

Chau Thanh District, Dong Thap Province and is expected to be completed in 

2016.  

- - UPS Corporation in Vietnam  

  

During initial inspection, we meet the families who are going to benefit from our construction project. Pictured here are 

a mother and her daughter. Through the CAP project, a water tank was built for the family.   
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vi. Awards 

In 2015, our Foundation was recognised for the work it does in the area of community development and helping build sustainable communities.  

1. Certificate of Merit from the President of the People’s Committee of Ben Tre Province for CNCF’s great contribution to construction of kindergartens, sponsorships 

and support of underprivileged children in Ben Tre Province in 2014 

2. Certificate of Merit from the President of the People’s Committee of Long An Province for CNCF’s great contribution to charity work in 2015 

3. Certificate of Merit from Long An Union of Friendship Organisation for CNCF’s great contribution to humanitarian and social development of Long An Province 

 

 

vii. Projects in 2016: 

In 2016 CAP will work on three new projects which have received funding approval from donors. The tentative budget for these three projects in this year is USD 61,260 

(see Table 2)   

 

 

  

 Table 2: Tentative budget and plans 2016 

No Project Location Status Budget (USD) Estimated number of 

beneficiaries  

I KINDERGARTEN 

1 
The two- classroom Trung Nghia kindergarten  Vinh Long Province  

Construction started  47,283 64 

TOTAL (1) 47,283 64 

II WATER TANK  

1 
50 Water-Tank Projects in Nguyen Van Thanh Commune Vinh Long Province  

Construction started  4,112 150 

2 Supplying water filter system for the three kindergartens 
in Chau Thanh District ( An Khanh Kindergarten,  Tan Binh 
Kindergarten,  An Phu Thuan kindergarten)  

Dong Thap Province  
Construction started  9,865 747 

TOTAL (2)  13,977 897 

TOTAL (1 + 2)  61,260 961 
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OUR STORIES 

 

The completion of building the Huu Thanh kindergarten is one of CAP’s biggest achievements in 2015. Huu Thanh Kindergarten has given the children of Huu Thanh a spacious and 

clean space to learn and play. Donors and supporters contributed approximately USD 50,000 over the life of the project.  

A new kindergarten 

The newly-built three-classroom kindergarten has been greatly welcomed by the local people, especially the teachers, parents and children. The building has three classrooms that 

are approximately 72 square metres. There is also one storage area and two toilet rooms per classroom (one for girls and one for boys). Other facilities include corridors, electricity, 

plumbing, fencing and cementing the playground as well as classroom furniture and equipment. The children and their families were so excited to see their new kindergarten 

complete with brightly painted walls, a rainbow arch, new toys and equipment and a safe shiny new floor to play, sit and lie upon. There are trees and plants and new playground 

equipment making it a conducive environment for leanring both inside and outside.  

The community and the local authorities say that they are pleased to have created a spacious and clean learning environment for the children. For the local children that were sent 

to kindergartens further away (due to limited capacity) this means returning to their community and a newly built kindergarten.   

 

Reaching more families 

The new school is now capable of enrolling more children for the new school year.  Huu Thanh kindergarten is able to accommodate 98 children in its new facility, which includes 19 

ethnic Khmer children study in this school year. 

 

Safe and dry 

The kindergarten was constructed on higher ground away from the main road in order to protect it from flood water. This allows students to have a safe place to play and study; 

and helps decrease the death rate among children caused by drowning. 

 

Growth and development 

Pre-school education is believed to be a crucial part of children's transition to primary education. The kindergarten, therefore, provides children with basic skills and a social 

environment that can help children with physical development, the development of their brain,  understanding boundaries and appropriate social behaviour. 

 

Partnering with the community  

In the long term, we hope this new school can help increase literacy levels in the province. The project which has been a joint cooperation between CNCF and local partners, has 

also served as a role model of project management that local officials can emulate in their works. In improving early education facilities the community hopes to continue to 
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increase school enrolment rates and the level of literacy. The long-term effects of early childhood education are expected to lead to a better economic and social future for the 

community.  

 

Increase literacy and economic strength 

The construction of this kindergarten has also had a positive impact on the overall economic strength of the region. The long-term effects of early childhood education are expected 

to lead to a better economic and social future for the community. Furthermore, thanks to the help of our donors, the parents of these children can now go to work each day and 

generate more income, confident that their children have a safe, fun environment to learn in. 

 

Once again, we would like to thank you for all your help in making a change to the lives of many disadvantaged children. Each individual donation counts. Your donation can and 

WILL make a difference! 
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The Huu Thanh kindergarten before. It was dilapidated and the building was unsafe and unsuitable for children During construction  

The newly constructed kindergarten 
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Our newly constructed Huu Thanh 

kindergarten  

Safe equipment for outdoor play was also funded by the CAP project  

Happy in their well-resourced classrooms  Big spacious classrooms with  toys to help gross motor 

development 
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Indirect costs, 
USD 13837, 

11% 

Direct costs, 
USD 116688, 

89% 

Operational Costs - CAP (in USD) 

 

 FINANCIAL OVERVIEW 

  

 
 
 
Our 2015 accounts will be available on request upon audit. 
 

 
 

From all of us at the Christina Noble Children’s 
Foundation Vietnam, especially the communities we 

support,  thank you. It is only through the kindness and 
generosity of people like yourself that the Foundation can 

continue in its incredibly important work. 

Table 3: Payments for projects completed in 2015    

No. 
Project Location 

Status Direct costs-  

Payment to local 

partners  

Indirect costs-  

Indirect costs for 

administration, 

monitoring and 

project visits 

TOTAL 

Amount  

in USD 

Number 

of 

payments 

Amount  in USD  

A KINDERGARTEN   

1 
Three - classroom Huu 

Thanh Kindergarten 

Vinh Long 

Province 

Handed-over to 

beneficiaries 

7,690 1 1,083 USD 8,773 

2 Two-classroom Tan 
Nghia Kindergarten Dong Thap 

Province 

Handed-over to 

beneficiaries 

4,878 1 677 USD 5,555 

3 Two-classroom  Phuoc 
Tuy Kindergarten Ben Tre 

Province 

Handed-over to 

beneficiaries 

30,340 4 3,308 USD 33,648 

4 Three-classroom Phong 
My Kindergarten Dong Thap 

Province 

Handed-over to 

beneficiaries 

55,476 4 6,410 USD 61,886 

TOTAL (A) USD 98,384 USD 11,478 USD 109,862 

B WATER TANKS   

1 50 Water-Tank Project 
in Nguyen Van Thanh 
Commune 

Vinh Long 

Province 

Handed-over to 

beneficiaries 

1,338 1 447 USD 1,785 

2 106 Water–Tank 
Project  in Tan Kieu 
Commune 

Dong Thap 

Province 

Handed-over to 

beneficiaries 

7,307 2 840 USD 8,147 

3 60-water tank  project 
in Tan Kieu Commune Dong Thap 

Province 

Handed-over to 

beneficiaries 

9,659 3 1,072 USD 10,731 

TOTAL (B)  USD 18,304 USD 2,359 USD 20,663 

TOTAL (A+B)  USD 116,688 USD 13,837 USD 130,525 
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ANNEXURE 

Total number of people who access CNCF constructed medical stations, water wells, water tanks and kindergartens. This includes those people who continue using the 

kindergartens, water tanks, water wells and medical stations that were built through our Capital Projects in previous years. The number of beneficiaries are estimated based 

on the figures given to us by our local partners when the project was first constructed and does not factor in population growth since the time the project was constructed. 

A. Medical stations: Year of construction Number of beneficiaries who accessed the facilities in 2015 

Long My 2005 8,316 

Ba Sao 2008 11,400 

Kampoutte 2008 11,000 

My Long 2008 11,400 

TOTAL  42,116 

 

B. Water wells Year of construction Number of beneficiaries who accessed the facilities in 2015 

Dinh Hoa & Minh Thuan 2006 150 

An Minh 2007 270 

Vinh Thang 2008 100 

Binh Thanh 2008 116 

My An 2008 150 

Thanh Hai 2009 58 

My An 2009 58 

Loi An 2010 96 

TOTAL  998 
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C. Water tanks Year of construction Number of beneficiaries who accessed the facilities in 2015 

Loi An 2009 120 

Thanh Hai 2009 80 

My An 2009 160 

Phu Le 2010 120 

My Hoa 2011 200 

Thuan An 2011 500 

Thanh Hai 2011 175 

My Hoa 2012 130 

My Hoa 2012 130 

Thanh Trung (Leonard Bernhardt, Viita Sarri Aino) 2012 530 

Thanh Trung (The Kowloon Junior School - HK) 2012 120 

Hieu Phung 2014 138 

Tan Kieu 2015 454 

Nguyen Van Thanh 2015 183 

Tan Kieu 2015 269 

TOTAL  3309 
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D. Kindergartens Year of construction Number of beneficiaries who accessed the facilities in 2015 

Giong Xoai 2006 30 

Gung Re 2006 120 

Hung Chanh 2007 63 

Da Rsal 2007 120 

Dam Bri 2007 120 

An Quy 2007 33 

Bao Thanh 2007 121 

Binh Tien 2 2007 65 

Phu Tan 2007 72 

Phu Dien 2007 136 

Long Hoa 2007 112 

Chau Hoa 2008 130 

Tan Phuoc 2008 150 

Vinh Thang 2008 60 

Dinh Trang Hoa 2008 120 

Hoa Bac 2008 120 

Vinh Thoi 2008 100 

Thanh Tay 2008 100 

Tan Thuong 2009 65 

Hoa Bac 2009 120 

Phuong Thinh 2009 70 

Da Mul 2009 70 

Hoa Mi 2009 70 

Dinh Trang Thuong 2010 120 

Lien Ha 2011 130 

Tan Phu 2011 70 
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  Dinh Yen 2011 70 

Ro Men 2011 100 

Hoa Binh 2012 95 

Binh Thanh Trung 2013 70 

An Hiep 2013 90 

Kim Dong 2014 100 

Thanh Ngai 2014 48 

Loc Nga 2014 120 

Tan Nghia 2015 60 

Huu Thanh 2015 98 

Phuoc Tuy 2015 40 

Phong My 2015 90 

TOTAL  3468 

TOTAL A+B+C+D  49,891 
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